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Abstract31

Purpose32

To determine the impact of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) on visual functions, identify different33

modifiers as risk or protective factors, and find out how these factors affect patients’ visual symptoms34

and vision-related quality of life as a whole.35

Methods36

We performed an online survey among 1242 participants (400 patients, 842 non-patients).37
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Demographic features and severity of disease were documented, while visual functions were evaluated38

using National Eye Institute Visual Functioning questionnaire-25 (NEI VFQ-25). Independent t-test,39

analysis of variance, linear and non-linear regression models were used to assess all data.40

Results41

Scores other than color vision among T2DM patients were significantly lower compared with42

non-T2DM participants. There was significant difference after stratification of age and education, but43

no significant difference between different genders was observed. Parameters including duration of44

T2DM, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and glycosylated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) negatively impacted45

on the scores, with 20 years’ of diabetic duration, 10mmol/L of FPG, 7.5% of HbA1c being potential46

cut-off points. Poorer best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) and diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy were47

risk factors, while they simultaneously produced mediation effect, contributing 5%-78% of effect in the48

deterioration of visual functions caused by longer diabetic duration and higher blood glucose.49

Conclusion50

Significant visual impairments and faster deterioration in visual functions were seen in T2DM patients,51

with older age, lower educational level, longer diabetic duration, poorer blood glucose administration,52

limited BCVA, and the presence of diabetic retinopathy identified as risk factors. Average BCVA and53

diabetic retinopathy also yielded mediation effect as diabetic duration lengthened and blood glucose54

elevated.55
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Introduction58

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) is one of the most common yet severe metabolic diseases affecting59

millions of people worldwide[1]. With global, regional and country-level estimates, it is predicted that60

the prevalence, mortality rate and health expenditure are all likely to go through a dramatic increase in61

both developed and developing countries[2]. Additionally, T2DM is associated with multiple62

ophthalmologic complications, specifically diabetic retinopathy[3] and diabetic macular edema[4], which63

are thought to severely impact on patients’ vision and thus led to decreased vision-related quality of life64

and other adverse clinical outcomes. Other minor visual problems related to alterations in refractive65

error, contrast sensitivity, straylight and presbyopia also contributed to visual impairments and66

disturbance in T2DM patients. As estimated by the WHO Multinational Study of Vascular Disease in67

Diabetes (WMSVDD) in a 8.4-year follow-up covering 10 centers across the globe, the cumulative68

incidence of mild, moderate and severe visual impairments in T2DM patients were 9.43%, 3.21% and69

2.25% respectively[5]. Therefore, the evaluation of visual function should serve as an importance70

component to assess the well-being of T2DM patients and be treated as valuable trackers or predictors71

that promote the overall administration of T2DM.72

In prior studies, multiple rating scales featuring visual functional has already been administered to73
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T2DM patients with a few modifiers (e.g. old age, male gender) identified as risk factors. However, a74

comprehensive analysis of different influence factors of visual functions and how these factors75

collaboratively contribute to the progression of T2DM is still lacking. Our study aims to characterize76

the pattern of visual impairment among T2DM patients in comparison with individuals free of T2DM,77

identify certain demographic and disease-related features as protective or risk factors and analyze how78

they interfere with each other and promote the overall development and prognosis of T2DM.79

Materials and methods80

2.1 Study Design81

With approval from the Ethics Committee of Peking University Third Hospital, a questionnaire was82

sent out to patients and volunteers via the internet. The questionnaire was divided into three parts, with83

the first part collecting basic information (age, gender, educational level), the second part featuring84

severity of disease (diabetic duration, fasting glucose, glycosylated hemoglobin A1c, best corrected85

visual acuity and the presence of diabetic retinopathy), and the last part determined visual performance86

of patients using NEI VFQ-25, which was considered as a valid tool demonstrating multiple levels of87

functional defects and inconvenience in conducting daily tasks among patients with chronic88

ophthalmologic diseases[3,6].89

2.2 Study participants90

In this study, questionnaires were distributed through the Internet between June 12, 2020 and August 30,91
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2020. A total of 1244 individuals were screened, 400 were T2DM, and 844 were non-T2DM, which92

yielded a representative sample for the respective communities. Further stratification was done based93

on patients’ age and duration of T2DM. 9 groups were formed in all participants with each group94

possessed an age range of 10 years, while duration of T2DM were classified as 0-5 years, 5-10 years,95

10-20 years, 20-30 years, and >30 years.96

2.3 Information Collection97

The data of basic information, diabetic-related information, vision quality and vision-related quality of98

life were collected. The duration of T2DM were considered as the time between initial diagnosis and99

the time when NEI VFQ-25 was administered to the patient, while fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and100

glycosylated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) were collected based on patients’ self-reported data of recent101

clinical examinations. Best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) of both eyes were specified as the result102

from patients’ last clinical visit. Decimal visual acuity, which is currently widely applied in clinical103

practice in China, was collected, while the data was transformed to LogMAR for analysis. Meanwhile,104

the presence of diabetic retinopathy was confirmed as patients having previous diagnosis in proper105

healthcare settings.106

The scores of NEI VFQ-25 of all participants were calculated according to the following procedures.107

Patients were required to rate their performance in vision-related tasks with a 5 or 6 point scale ranging108

from “having no difficulties at all” to “not being able to do this because of eyesight”. A score of 0-100109

were then given to each answer as 100 being the optimum and 0 being the worst. An answer of “stop110
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doing this for other reasons or not interested in doing this” was considered to be missing data. The111

scores of 6 sub-scales were calculated as the average of scores for each question under this sub-scale,112

while a total score was obtained through averaging of all sub-scale scores[7].113

2.3 Statistical Analysis114

Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS version 26.0 and R 4.0.4. The continuous variable115

and categorical variables were presented as mean±standard deviation (SD) and frequency (%),116

respectively. Independent t-test and analysis of variance were used to assess the data between T2DM117

and control group while a P-value<0.05 was considered to be significant. Moreover, we applied a118

non-linear regression model to describe the changes of vision-related in all sub-scales among two119

groups with age. We also reported the changing of NEI VFQ-25 scores induced by aging, lengthening120

of diabetic duration, elevation of FPG and HbA1c as well as deterioration of eyesight with restricted121

cubic spline (smooth curve). Further mediation effect of average vision and baseline diabetic122

retinopathy were assessed using mediation effect analysis.123

Results124

3.1 Basic data125

The baseline characteristics of the participants were shown in Table 1. T2DM patients shared a mean126

age of 59.01±11.38 years, 11.02±8.02 years of diabetic duration, 8.16±4.00 mmol/L of FPG and127

8.23±5.85% of HbA1c respectively, while a mean age of 41.64±12.76 was shared by participants128
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without T2DM. 23.7% patients with T2DM were already diagnosed with retinopathy, whereas the129

average BCVAwas 0.22±0.31 and 0.19±0.28 for the left and the right eye respectively.130

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of T2DM patients and Non-T2DM participants131

Characteristics
T2DM

(n=400)

Non-T2DM

(n=844)
p-value

Age,years 59.01±11.38 41.64±12.76 <0.001***

Gender

Male 188 318
<0.001***

Female 212 526

Educational level

Illiteracy 10 3

<0.001***

Primary School 30 6

Secondary School 89 40

High School 102 132

Undergraduate 157 576

Graduate or above 12 87

Diabetic duration,years 11.02±8.02

FPG, mmol/L 8.16±4.00

HbA1c,% 8.23±5.85

BCVA

Left 0.22±0.31 0.15±0.18 <0.001***

Right 0.19±0.28 0.09±0.11 <0.001***
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Diabetic Retinopathy

Yes 71

No 229

n=number, T2DM=Type 2 diabete mellitus, FPG=fasting plasma glucose, BCVA=best corrected visual132

acuity, HbA1c= glycosylated hemoglobin A1c133

p<0.001 was marked with ***.134

3.2 Functional defects in T2DM patients and Non-T2DM participants135

Both groups completed the questionnaire and visual functional defects in all participants were136

relatively slight since mean scores for most sub-scales exceeded 90, demonstrating satisfactory137

performance in all participants. Notably, the scores for “General Vision”, which was based on the138

personal assessment of vision-related quality of life, were comparably lower in both groups, indicating139

the need of alleviating visual symptoms or bettering visual performance even in participants not140

suffering from T2DM.141

As shown in Table 2, the total and mean scores for 5 NEI VFQ-25 sub-scales scores were lower in142

T2DM group (p<0.001, independent t-test). However, there was no significant difference between the143

two groups in the scores of color vision. Furthermore, after stratification by age, gender and144

educational level, we found that the performance of elderly patients with T2DM were worse than those145

non-T2DM participants of the same age, in terms of distance activities (p=0.033), social functioning146

(p=0.006), peripheral vision (p=0.025) and total score (p=0.013) (Supplementary Table 1). Similar147
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stratification was done with regard to gender and educational level. These results indicated that all148

sub-scales and total score in T2DM patients were lower than non-T2DM participants except for color149

vision after stratification by gender (Supplementary Table 2), while significant results were only seen150

in participants sharing an educational level of secondary school, high school and undergraduate151

(Supplementary Table 3). The scores of near activities (p=0.007) and distance activities (p=0.021) of152

T2DM with secondary school education background were lower than non-T2DM counterparts.153

Undergraduate T2DM patients, however, reported greater functional defects in near activities and social154

functioning with statistical significance (p<0.001, p=0.012) compared with non-T2DM participants.155

TABLE 2 Visual functional defects among T2DM patients and non-T2DM participants156

Parameters
T2DM

(n=400)

Non-T2DM

(n=842)
p-value

Near activities 82.46±21.90 92.63±12.09 <0.001***

Distance activities 87.69±19.25 92.22±11.60 <0.001***

Social functioning 93.25±15.17 97.17±8.19 <0.001***

General vision 64.35±15.38 68.15±15.77 <0.001***

Peripheral vision 90.87±19.38 94.93±12.19 <0.001***

Color vision 94.68±15.28 93.98±13.47 0.423

NEI VFQ-25 Total 89.55±16.11 94.18±8.61 <0.001***

n=number, T2DM=Type 2 diabete mellitus, NEI VFQ-25=National Eye Institute Visual Functioning157

questionnaire-25158

p<0.001 was marked with ***.159
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Furthermore, we applied a non-linear regression model to analyze the changes of vision-related160

subscales with age. As shown in Figure 1, near activities in both T2DM and non-T2DM participants161

presented constant decrease with age, whereas in other sub-scales, two groups were expected to reach162

their highest functional level at around age 40-50. Moreover, in sub-scales with such single peak163

shaped pattern, peak performance for T2DM patients seemed to be relatively lower than non-T2DM164

participants, while the scope of functional loss was higher after age 60. In the general vision sub-scale,165

non-T2DM participants tended to demonstrate a different pattern compared with T2DM patients as166

there was no direct negative correlation between the average score and age. Color vision, however,167

didn’t exhibit a clear pattern of functional loss, as the mean score for this sub-scale didn’t differ much168

as T2DM patients got older. These results indicated that apart from the lower scores in each sub-scale,169

T2DM patients simultaneously experienced faster worsening of various visual functions as they170

senesced.171

FIGURE 1 Correlation between visual functions and aging in T2DM patients (a) and non-T2DM172

participants (b).We used restricted cubic spline to characterize the non-linear correlation between173

aging and scores for each sub-scale in NEI VFQ-25, 95%CI were shown with the lighter red ribbon174

around the smooth curves.175

b

a
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3.3 Influence factors of visual loss in T2DM patients176

3.3.1 Demographic variables in T2DM patients177

When demographic variables of T2DM patients, including age, gender and educational level were178

examined independently, we found that all these modifiers contributed to the overall effect of the179

hyperglycemic metabolic disorder (Table 3). In all sub-scales other than color vision, older age and180

lower educational level contributed to lower scores of NEI VFQ-25, therefore indicating higher risks of181

visual functional loss and heavier dependence on caregivers in vision-related tasks. Female patients182

exhibited poorer visual performance, however, we found that gender had no effect on the decline of183

visual function after matching female and male patients with age. Among all demographic features, the184

age of patients had the greatest impact on visual impairment, as the F-value for age, gender and185

education level were 6.592, 3.026, and 1.068, respectively. In the color vision sub-scale, on the contrary,186

none of all the demographic features were shown to leave either positive of negative effect.187

TABLE 3 Visual functions in T2DM patients stratified by demographic features188

Subscales
Near

Activities

Distance

Activities

Social

Functioning

General

Vision

Peripheral

Vision

Color

Vision
Total

Age

20-29

(n=2)

95.83

±5.89

91.67

±11.79

93.75

±8.84

70.00

±14.14

87.50

±17.68

100.00±

0.00

93.75±8

.84

30-39

(n=26)

92.95

±15.58

93.27

±12.25

95.67

±11.15

72.31

±15.05

92.31

±13.73

96.00

±11.81

93.93

±11.44
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40-49

(n=47)

90.85

±16.14

93.44

±15.14

93.88

±11.15

68.09

±16.50

95.21

±14.41

93.18

±20.43

93.38

±15.04

50-59

(n=111)

84.46

±18.00

90.09

±15.06

95.16

±13.18

64.86

±14.82

92.79

±16.30

95.27

±12.84

91.55

±12.83

60-69

(n=144)

81.97

±22.39

88.92

±17.94

94.84

±12.35

63.89

±15.20

92.48

±19.01

95.60

±14.37

90.74

±14.51

70-79

(n=61)

71.53

±26.05

75.68

±24.62

87.09

±18.95

59.34

±14.59

81.25

±24.63

91.67

±18.79

81.35

±18.69

80-89

(n=7)

67.86

±28.23

70.23

±43.53

71.43

±31.22

57.14

±13.80

78.57

±39.33

95.00

±11.18

73.78

±33.86

90-99

(n=1)
12.5 - - 40 - - 12.5

p-value <0.001*** <0.001*** <0.001*** 0.004** 0.001** 0.699
<0.001*

**

Gender

Male

(n=188)

86.25

±18.11

91.01

±16.49

94.65

±12.49

67.02

±15.54

93.05

±16.75

95.30

±14.63

91.98

±13.46

Female

(n=212)

79.11

±24.34

84.74

±21.01

92.00

±17.14

61.98

±14.89

88.93

±21.31

94.14

±15.84

87.40

±17.89

p-value 0.001** 0.001** 0.077 0.001** 0.032* 0.451 0.004**

Educational

level
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Illiteracy

(n=10)

54.17

±32.45

66.67

±26.06

83.75

±16.72

50.00

±23.57

62.50

±29.46

86.11

±18.16

70.13

±19.57

Primary

School

(n=30)

70.09

±28.76

78.89

±24.34

87.5

±24.34

60.67

±16.17

84.17

±24.99

90.18

±24.85

82.27

±22.47

Secondary

School

(n=87)

79.07

±23.47

86.84

±18.82

93.47

±12.57

62.25

±16.08

92.82

±16.13

94.54

±13.44

88.58

±16.69

High

School

(n=106)

82.39

±21.48

88.19

±19.66

92.89

±15.98

64.12

±14.44

90.67

±20.19

95.05

±14.15

89.85

±15.91

Undergra

duate

(n=152)

87.85

±16.65

90.39

±17.00

94.63

±13.77

66.62

±14.03

92.63

±17.56

95.75

±14.84

92.13

±13.38

Graduate

or above

(n=12)

90.28

±12.73

93.75

±8.79

98.96

±3.61

73.33

±15.57

95.83

±9.73

95.83

±9.73

94.93

±7.00

p-value <0.001*** <0.001*** 0.045* 0.001** <0.001*** 0.293
<0.001*

**

n=number189

p<0.05 was marked with* p<0.01 was marked with** p<0.001 was marked with***190
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3.3.2 Diabetic parameters in T2DM patients191

Moreover, we evaluated the duration of T2DM, FPG and HbA1c level, which were key factors192

determining the degree of T2DM to explore their impact on the vision function related to quality of life.193

As shown in Figure 2A, the duration of T2DM negatively correlated with scores of each sub-scale and194

total score of NEI VFQ-25 except for color vision. The scores of patients with a course of more than 20195

years decreased significantly, suggesting that 20 year is a significant cut-off point. With the extension196

of the course of diabetes, the scores of near activities decreased gradually and might serve as a more197

sensitive parameter in evaluating visual loss.198

Elevated fasting blood glucose affects near activities, distance activities, social functioning, color199

vision and total score (Figure 2B). In peripheral version sub-scale however, significant functional loss200

wasn’t observed until patients’ FPG reached 10mmol/l, whereas scores for general vision didn’t differ201

much when patients’ FPG exceeded 15mmol/l, as relative lower FPG level and better control of202

T2DM’s hyperglycemic effect might elevate patients’ expectation in vision-related quality of life and203

lower their general satisfaction regarding visual functions.204

As an indicator of blood glucose control in recent 3 months, HbA1c will also affect visual function.205

With the increase of HbA1c, all sub-scales and the scores of NEI VFQ-25 decreased gradually. Total as206

well as mean score for near activities and peripheral vision decreased with the increase of HbA1c,207

while scores for social functioning went through a cut-off point as the scope of decrease changed when208

HbA1c reached around 7.5%. Additional multivariate analysis indicated that diabetic duration, FPG209
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and HbA1c level had influence on scores of NEI VFQ-25. However, duration of T2DM produced the210

highest proportion of overall visual impairments among the three, with a F-value of 1.842 compared211

with FPG (F=1.344, multivariate analysis) and HbA1c (F=1.069).212

3.3.3 Ocular parameters in T2DM patients213

Moreover, the correlation between the average BCVA of both eyes, the presence of retinopathy and214

visual functional loss were examined using both non-linear regression model and independent t-test. As215

shown in Figure 2D, scores for each sub-scale and total score were found to decrease as BCVA216

worsened, with potential cut-off point identified at an average BCVA of 0.4. Color vision, however,217

weren’t shown to display either positive or negative correlation with average BCVA of both eyes. The218

presence of diabetic retinopathy (DR), which was the main symbol for micro-vessel degeneration219

caused by chronic hyperglycemic condition, did present statistically significant results. DR sufferers,220

however, exhibited poorer performance in all sub-scales and total scores of NEI VFQ-25, with a221

p-value of 0.013 in color vision and p<0.001 in all other sub-scales, respectively.222
a

b

c

d
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FIGURE 2 Correlation between visual functions and diabetic duration (a), FPG (b) , HbA1c (c)223

and average vision (d) Smooth curves along with 95%CI were demonstrated above indicating the224

progression of functional loss in each vision-related sub-scales as duration of T2DM lengthened, FPG225

and HbA1c elevated and average vision deteriorated.226

In general, older age, lower educational, long duration of T2DM, elevated FPG and HbA1c level were227

identified risk factors involved in visual impairment, whereas age and duration of T2DM were the two228

most important factors. Poorer BCVA and the presence of diabetic retinopathy, on the other hand, were229

not only independent risk factors, but also essential mediators in the long-term effect of longer duration230

of T2DM, higher FPG and HbA1c level.231

3.3.4 Mediation effect analysis of different modifiers232

Through analysis of relationship between diabetic duration, BCVA and scores for sub-scales as well as233

total scores of NEI VFQ-25, we found that longer duration negatively impacted on T2DM patients’234

multiple visual functions through deterioration of average BCVA, and mean proportion of the235

mediation effect in different sub-scales ranged from 19.20% to 42.70%. Similar mediation effect was236

found in FPG, HbA1c and NEI VFQ-25. The proportion of mediation effect was shown in Table 4,237

which pointed out that the mediation effect of average BCVAwas more statistically significant than the238

presence of diabetic retinopathy Furthermore, color vision and social functioning sub-scale were the239

least likely to be influenced by the mediation effect of the two ophthalmologic parameters. General240

vision on the contrary, was demonstrated to have BCVA and the presence of retinopathy share the241
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largest proportion of contribution, as subjective thoughts towards one’s general vision might be the242

most sensitive to subtle changes in eyesight and was the earliest sub-scale to be influenced by the243

diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy.244

TABLE 4 Mediation effect of BCVA and diabetic retinopathy245

Mediation

Effect

(%)

Near

Activities

Distance

Activities

Social

Functioning

General

Vision

Peripheral

Vision

Color

Vision

Total

Score

Diabetic

duration-BC

VA

19.93*** 28.06*** 19.20* 36.40** 42.70** 20.89
29.22**

*

FPG-BCVA 47.30*** 46.60*** 51.70*** 58.20*** 54.50*** 25.40** 62.00*

HbA1c-BCV

A
29.60* 55.81** 5.56 18.20* 27.40* 1.97 27.89

Diabetic

duration-Ret

inopathy

77.6 49.01 63.42 33.00 61.57 52.91 73.77

FPG-Retino

pathy
33.40 21.70 18.90 29.70 24.10 8.97 24.80

HbA1c-Reti

nopathy
19.20 11.90 13.69 60.20 5.97 5.79 15.50

FPG=Fasting plasma glucose, HbA1c=glycosylated hemoglobin A1c, BCVA=best corrected visual246
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acuity247

p<0.05 was marked with* p<0.01 was marked with** p<0.001 was marked with***248

Discussion249

Our study presented a cross sectional survey that examined visual functional loss in T2DM patients,250

identified risk factors as well as protective factors that modified patients’ performance. We found that251

visual functional loss was more common and significant in T2DM patients compared with non-T2DM252

participants, with the scope of visual impairment in T2DM patients shown to be larger and the253

progression comparably faster. Old age, low educational, long duration of T2DM, elevated blood254

glucose level (FPG and HbA1c), poor BCVA and the presence of diabetic retinopathy negatively255

correlates with visual performance and vision-related quality of life among T2DM patients. 60 years of256

age , 20 years of diabetic duration, 10 mmol/L of FPG, and 7.5% of HbA1c might be the cut-off point257

of vision decline. Average vision and the presence of retinopathy, on the other hand, were either258

independent modifiers and essential mediators that mediated the effect of diabetic duration, FPG and259

HbA1c level.260

In our study, the degree of visual loss was found to be of a higher extent in T2DM patients than261

non-T2DM participants, while the visual functions of T2DM patients decreased more significantly as262

age increased. As reported in prior studies, older patients were more susceptible to stressors263

contributing to diabetic vascular changes, including oxidative stress, metabolic products and other toxic264

transmitters[3,8,9]. Patients of older age also suffer from more complicated comorbidities and geriatric265

syndromes, which brought challenges to proper glycemic control and thus were likely to go through266
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rapid impairments of functional loss in vision-related activities[10].267

Applying a non-linear regression model, we identified that both T2DM patients and non-T2DM268

participants exhibited a single-peak shaped pattern of functional loss as age grew. Younger patients,269

however, weren’t shown to perform better than patients in their 40s or 50s. For T2DM patients, on the270

one hand, this single peak-shaped correlation might be explained with the fact that those who271

developed T2DM at younger age probably suffer from more severe eye disease and yet were more272

sensitive to functional loss in vision-related activities. As reported by Song et al[11], the prevalence and273

degree of visual loss in T2DM increased substantially after patients reached their middle age, while274

studies featuring younger population indicated that diabetic retinopathy in prepubescent children,275

teenagers and young adults might be of higher severity and faster progression since insulin276

requirements in adolescence were relatively high, and teenage hormonal axis were immature and less277

sensitive to drugs[12]. On the other hand, younger non-T2DM patients might generally go through more278

frequent yet complicated visual tasks and required higher vision related quality of life compared with279

senior participants, which helps to explain why young participants scored lower than middle-aged280

participants. In the general vision sub-scale however, there was no significant differences in scores281

between two groups, which could possibly be explained by the fact that non-T2DM participants were282

more involved in vision-related tasks and thus set a higher standard for maintaining satisfactory visual283

performance. We concluded that both adolescent and senior T2DM patients should be paid with special284

attention as their physical condition featured more complicated comorbidities, higher hormone285

requirements and lower compliance, which therefore called for strict glycemic control and systematic286

disease administration.287
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Paralleled to prior studies, both old age and low educational level were thought to be risk factors288

predicting poorer visual functions and vision-related quality of life[2,13,14]. Effect of other demographic289

features such as gender varied in different cohorts. In 2013, a study in Japan found that female290

participants had a higher prevalence of diabetic retinopathy at baseline and were more likely to develop291

severe retinopathy with the development of diabetes[15]. However, more studies suggested that the male292

sex was an independent risk factor for the high prevalence and progression, emphasizing the protective293

effect of estrogen and identifying testosterone and androgen as detrimental to diabetic micro-vascular294

complications[16,17].295

For parameters determining severity of T2DM, duration of disease, elevated FPG and HbA1c level296

were generally found to negatively impacted on visual performances. Nonetheless, different edge297

points were confirmed in different studies. Olivarius et al used a FPG 10 and 17 mmol/L along with a298

HbA1c 9% and 11% respectively, whereas Foo et al ascertained a transformation zone of HbAlc299

7%-8%[14,18]. The variation in the selection of the cut-off point for HbA1c could be explained by the300

different study procedures in two cohorts. Olivarius et al on the one hand, used average vision as the301

major parameter assessing visual loss, while on the other hand, moderate diabetic retinopathy was seen302

as the observational outcome in the latter report[14]. Moderate diabetic retinopathy, diagnosed by303

proliferation of micro-vessels through fundus photography, led to a lower cut-off point of HbAlc, with304

subjective visual loss being less sensitive and were unable to give an early warning of visual loss until305

HbAlc reached 9%[14,18]. Therefore, we suggested that fundus degeneration symbolized by vascular306

changes, which was sensitive to hyperglycemic conditions, might accounted for the low scores in307

relative sub-scales as diabetic duration lengthened and blood glucose level elevated. Moreover, 20308
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years’ of diabetic duration were regarded as probable cut-off point in a Tunisian cohort conducted in309

2014[19], while Liu et al reported 15 years to be a meaningful stage symbolizing severe ocular310

degeneration[20]. Such differences were possibly due to the different definitions of visual loss, as311

outcome indicators were subjective visual symptoms in some studies while others used rating scales or312

ocular examinations as diagnostic tools. In our study, both subjective evaluation of visual loss and313

objective tools determining BCVAwere applied, with more detailed definition of different types of314

visual functional defect and degree of decreased vision-related quality of life using the NEI VFQ-25315

rating scale. Such combination of diagnostic tools defined relatively sensitive cut-off point of HbAlc316

and FPG level, while the cut-off point of T2DM duration were not as sensitive as expected. This317

emphasized the need for appropriate yet comprehensive combination of different diagnostic tools, and318

also early intervention of T2DM as no golden standard of cut-off points were so far established.319

Additionally, the insignificant effect of early elevation of FPG and HbAlc were possibly due to the320

fluctuation of long term glycemic control, as related studies stated that the oscillation of blood glucose321

boasted higher predictive value rather than parameters determining average blood glucose level[21,22].322

Ocular parameters, namely average BCVA and baseline retinopathy in our study, were considered as323

essential modifiers of visual functions. Poorer vision and the existence of ocular vascular degeneration324

limited the scale and acuity of optesthesia in T2DM patients thus disturbed their vision-related quality325

of life in several ways including elevating intraocular pressure and damaging nerve fiber layers[19,23].326

However, some reports revealed the protective effect of myopia on the development of diabetic327

retinopathy, which may indicate that patients suffered from myopia were less likely to develop diabetic328

retinopathy, but such protective effect disappeared once diabetic retinopathy ensued.329
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The mediation effect of average BCVA and baseline diabetic retinopathy, accounted for different330

proportions of functional loss in various NEI VFQ-25 sub-scales. General vision was the most sensitive331

sub-scale influenced by poor eyesight, as participants mainly judge their autonomous performance in332

vision-related daily tasks based on the average vision of both eyes. The different proportion of333

mediation effect generated by average BCVA and baseline diabetic retinopathy helped to illustrate that334

early degradation of eyesight or diagnosis of retinopathy were relatively asymptomatic, as they might335

not be directly reflected by clear signs of vision-related disabilities in daily life. Furthermore, visual336

symptoms other than decreased eyesight and ophthalmologic diagnosis besides diabetic retinopathy337

were equally important and needed to be carefully taken into consideration.338

Another interesting finding regarding visual loss was the patients’ performance in color vision. As339

mentioned previously, the decline in color vision, which was embodied by the ability to choose clothes340

in NEI VFQ-25, was not associated with the development of T2DM. Moreover, little evidence of either341

positive or negative correlations found between several modifiers and color vision scores. Such342

insignificant results contradicted with prior studies reporting loss of color vision in T2DM patients and343

associating risk factors with deteriorated color vision[24,25]. Yet the contradictory findings might be due344

to the fact that the setting of evaluating loss of color vision were different. Some cohorts came up with345

the conclusion using specific rating scales such as D-15 color test or Cambridge color test while others346

were based on integrated rating scales assessing general vision-related quality of life. Still other347

methods such as machinery tests or patients’ subjective feedback were included in some studies.348

However, it was still worth noticing that most color vision loss were sub-clinical and might not be349
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detected using certain techniques. Additionally, the subtle loss of color vision could be covered by350

physiological decline in color vision caused by aging, therefore called for early evaluation of color351

vision and visual complications accompanying T2DM.352

Above all, the confirmation of effect driven by different modifiers and the pattern of functional loss in353

T2DM patients collaboratively promoted the urgent need of early diagnosis, in-time intervention, strict354

administration and systematic follow-up of all T2DM patients. T2DM patients with multiple risk355

factors should be paid with more attention and patient-centered therapeutic strategies should be356

administered. Efficient screening and timely treatment using portable eye examination units guaranteed357

decreased rate of visual impairments by 86% in T2DM patients, as reported by a Finnish cohort carried358

out in more than 14 thousand patients, emphasizing valuable prospective value of taking early action359

by healthcare professionals[26]. Moreover, the absence of intensive blood glucose administration may360

exacerbate the progression of T2DM. Hu et al reported thatpositive correlation between annual increase361

of FPG and narrowing of retinal arterioles[27].362

There are several limitations to our study. First, it is a cross-sectional study via an online questionnaire,363

through which a strict causal relationship or quantified correlations between each modifier and364

functional loss cannot be concluded. Second, quality control was based on the time that each365

participant spent completing the questionnaire only, which might not be sufficient to prevent certain366

recall bias. Third, we didn’t specifically match every T2DM patient with a non-T2DM participants367

whose basic information were similar, instead, rough classification of all participants was done368

according to a 10-year age range. Therefore, longitudinal data from larger samples was needed to verify369
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the above conclusions, and further research might investigate the mechanism and progression of certain370

ophthalomogic complications and find out certain parameters with predictive values.371

To sum up, our study suggested that attention should be paid to the visual function of patients with372

T2DM , specifically in patients with old age, low educational level, long course of disease, irregular373

self-monitoring of blood glucose, limited eyesight, and those who had already been diagnosed with374

diabetic retinopathy. Certain cut-off points were identified, whereas ophthalomogic parameters served375

as essential mediators of the overall long-term hyperglycemic effect. We emphasized the importance of376

early diagnosis, in-time intervention and careful administration of T2DM and use more comprehensive377

parameters to evaluate the severity of visual functiong in T2DM patients.378
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